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Dear Parents, 
 
Our ethos theme for next week is: 

We work well with others. 
 

This half term is going so quickly that we seem to be racing towards the half term break. 
 
In English this week, we are continuing to work on the exciting and brilliant ‘How to Train Your Dragon’. 
As part of this, the children have been working on similes, metaphors and our favourite hyperboles as 
Cressida Cowell’s books are littered with figurative language. Here is the new vocabulary from this 
week’s reading: elaborately, terrapin, replica, sauntered, menacingly, inheritance, smug, brute, status, 
vicious and hullabaloo. 
 
As part of our English work, the children have continued to collect expanded noun phrases which will 
enhance their writing. They have used this understanding of their expanded noun phrases to plan a 
description of a dragon. They have practised their handwriting and completed a comprehension. 
 
A reminder that the children will be tested on the week 4 words next Tuesday. 
 
In our Maths lessons, the children worked on adding and subtracting multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 to 4-
digit numbers. The children need to do this mentally using their number bonds without using a formal 
written method. They have also been working on their usual flashbacks each day.  
 
In Science, the children learnt how a piano produces sound and investigated pitch. In History, the 
children researched how long certain objects take to degrade. We were surprised by some of the 
results. In Geography, the class have continued to learn how to read maps in particular 4 figure and 6 
figure grid references. In Art, the children have begun to design their own dragon. 
 
Homework, as per usual this weekend, is to read (the children should be attempting to read a book each 
week), to revisit their Mental Maths test and practise their timetables on TT Rockstars. Homework 
during the week is as follows: Monday – English, Tuesday – Spelling, Wednesday – Maths, Thursday – 
French and the weekend as above plus an opportunity to catch up. 
 
Our recommended read this week is: ‘Tamarind and the Star of Ishta” by Jasbinder Bilan. 
 
‘Tamarind never knew her Indian mum, who died soon after she was born. 

So, when she arrives at her ancestral home, a huge mansion in the Himalayas surrounded by luxuriant 
gardens, she's full of questions for her extended family. 

But instead of answers, she finds an ominous silence – and a trickle of intriguing clues: an abandoned 
hut, a friendly monkey, a glowing star ring, and a strange girl in the garden who calls herself Ishta. 



Slowly, Tamarind unravels a mystery at the heart of who she is ...’ 

We hope you have a lovely weekend. 

Miss Hazell, Mrs Pickford and Mrs Hanson 
 
Calendar Dates 

 

 

 

 

October 
Fri 1 FPTA Uniform Sale 2:30-5:00pm  

Mon 4 FPTA Uniform Sale 7:30-9:00am  
Mon 11 Harvest Festival 

Fri 8 Wear Something Yellow for World Mental Health Day #helloyellow  
Tues 12 Flu Immunisations KG-FIV  

Fri 15 School Closes for Half Term – Drama & HAC as normal 

 

 


